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PREVENTING HAIDH

THE SATANISM OF INTERFERING WITH THE CREATION OF ALLAH

Many stupid women resort to poisonous pills and medicine to prevent their normal haidh periods
created by Allah Ta’ala. Stupid ‘muftis’ condoning this haraam taghyeer-e-khalqillaah (changing
the natural forms of Allah’s creation)
, are satanically swift with fatwas of permissibility without having the slightest understanding of
the harmful consequences of interfering with the natural process created by Allah Ta’ala.

The very first harmful consequence of this satanic practice is that the haidh period goes
haywire. The cycles become abnormal, and in its wake follows grave sickness. The following
article by some non-Muslim should serve as an eye-opener for women and for stupid ‘muftis’.

MENSTRUAL CYCLE. PLEASE READ

PASS THIS ON EVEN IF YOU DO NOT USE IT

Recently this past week, Nicole Dishuk (age 31..newly graduated student with a doctoral degree
about to start her new career as a Doctor..) was flown into a nearby hospital, because she
passed out.

They found a blood clot in her neck, and immediately took her by helicopter to the ER to
operate. By the time they removed the right half of her skull to relieve the pressure on her brain;
the clot had spread to her brain causing severe damage.

Since last Wednesday night, she was battling. They induced her into a coma to stop the blood
ﬂow, they operated 3 times... Finally, they said there was nothing left that they could do... They
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found multiple clots in the left side of her brain... The swelling wouldn't stop, and she was on life
support.

She died at 4:30 yesterday. She leaves behind a husband and a 2 yr old Brandon and a 4 yr old
Justin... The CAUSE of DEATH - they found was a birth control she was taking that allows you
to only have your period 3 times a year...

They said it interrupts life's menstrual cycle, and although it is FDA approved... shouldn't be.

So to the women in my address book – I ask you to boycott this product & deal with your period
once a month – so you can live the rest of the months that your life has in store for you.

*Please send this to every woman you know – you may save someone's life... Remember you
have a CYCLE for a reason!
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